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Abstract.
Climate variability during the present interglacial, the Holocene, has been rather smooth in comparison with the last glacial. Nevertheless, there were some
rather abrupt climate changes. One of these changes, the
desertification of the Saharan and Arabian region some 4 6 thousand years ago, was presumably quite important for
human society. It could have been the stimulus leading to
the foundation of civilizations along the Nile, Euphrat and
Tigris rivers. Here we argue that Saharan and Arabian desertification was triggered by subtle variations in the Earth's
orbit which were strongly amplified by atmosphere- vegetation feedbacks in the subtropics. The timing of this transition, however, was mainly governed by a global interplay
between atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and vegetation.

bian Desert around 4.8 ka but adaptation strategies of the
Neolithic population by exploiting non-renewablegroundwater resources

seem to have extended

settlement

until

3850

years ago. Freshwater lakes in the Eastern Sahara began
to disappear from 5.7 until 4 ka, when rechargeof aquifers
ceased at the end of the wet phase. Reconstructions from

continuous
pollensequences
from Morocco[Cheddadi,1998]
indicate a strong increase in summer temperature and a

strongdecrease
in precipitation
around6 ka (•4C datum).
The transition

from mid-Holocene

to modern

climate

was

triggered by changesin the Earth's orbit and the tilt of the

Earth's axis [$treet-Perrottet al., 1990;Kutzbachand Guetter, 1986]. Around 9 ka, the tilt of the Earth's axis was
stronger than today and the time of perihelion was at the

end of July [Berger,1978]. This led to a strongerinsolation
1. Introduction
During the mid-Holocene some 9- 6 thousand years ago

(ka), the sununerin many regionsof the Northern Hemisphere was warmer than today. Palaeobotanic data indicate an expansion of boreal forests north of the modern

treeline [Tarasoyet al., 1998; Texier et al., 1997; Yu and
Harrison, 1996]. In North Africa, data reveala wetter climate [Hoelzmannet al., 1998]. Moreover,it has beenfound
fromfossilpollen[Jollyet al., 1998]that the Saharandesert
was almost completely covered by annual grassesand low
shrubs.

The

Sahel reached at least as far north

as 23øN.

of the Northern Hemisphere during sununerwhich amplified
the African and Indian sununer monsoon. However, variations in orbital parameters through the Holocene are rather
smooth,whereaschangesin North African climate and vege-

tation werecomparativelyabrupt [see,e.g., Petit-Maire and
Guo, 1996]. This suggests
that there are feedbacks
within
the climate system which amplify and modify external forcing leading to marked climate variations. This hypothesis is based on earlier experiments using climate models
which clearly reveal that positive feedbacksbetween climate
and vegetation tend to amplify orbital forcing such that

boreal climate becomeswarmer (than without vegetation-

The wet phaseendedaround4.5 - 4 ka (uncalibrated
•4C atmospherefeedback)[Foleyet al., 1994; TEMPO Members,

data; approximately5.0 - 4.5 ka calibrated)in the high con- 1996;Texieret al., 1997]and North Africanclimatebecomes
tinental positionof the East Sahara [Pachur and Altmann,
morehumidduringthe mid-Holocene[Claussenand Gaylet,
1997]. Estimateson the timing of the transition phaseat
1997;Ganopolskiet al., 1998a].
the end of the mid-Holocene as well as its impacts on society vary. There are data which suggestthat the transition
to present-day's arid climate did not occur gradually, but
in two steps with two arid episodes,at 6.7 to 5.5 ka and

2.

Climate

Simulations

To analyze the feedbacksin the climate system operatat 4 to 3.6 ka [Petit-Maire and Guo, 1996]. The latter was
very severe, ruining ancient civilizations and socio-economic ing during the last several thousand years we used a clisystems[Petit-Maireand Guo,1996].Other reconstructions mate system model of intermediate complexity, CLIMBER-

[Malvilleet al., 1998]indicatean earlierexodusfromthe Nu-

2 (for CLIMate and BiosphERe,version2) [Ganopolskiet
al., 1998a,b; Petoukhovet al., 1999]. We performeda set of

1Alsoat Institut fiir Meteorologie,Freie Universitiit Berlin,

consistent transient experiments with different model configurations, from an atmosphere-only version of the model
to the fully coupled atmosphere-ocean-terrestrialvegetation
model. CLIMBER-2 has a coarse resolution of 10 degrees
in latitude and 51 degreesin longitude. The model encompasses a 2.5-dimensional dynamical-statistical atmosphere

Germany.
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0.1 K in 3000 years (Fig.i, B) until around 5.8 ka when a
strongercooling(approximately0.2 K in 300 years)appears,
followedby a secondevent some 1000 years later. A similar
trend and variations are seen in global precipitation. Obviously,theserather abrupt eventsare not correlated with the
smooth changesin orbital forcing. Inspection of spatial patterns reveals that both cooling events occur mainly at high
latitudes over the North Atlantic. The strongestreduction
in precipitation over land, however, is seenin the region approximately 15øW-40øE and 20øN-30øN, called the Sahara

455
450
445
440

regionin the following(Fig.l, C). Around 5.6 ka, whenprecipitation in this region decreasesmost strongly, a marked

decreasein grasslandappears(Fig.l, D). The fractionf of
mill

vegetation cover in the Sahara becomes gradually smaller

day1.2

(Af • -0.25) for the first few thousandyearsof the simulation, thenit decreases
rather abruptly (Af • -0.3) within

1
0,8

just 300 years starting at approximately 5.6 ka.
We repeated the transient simulation with different initial
conditions. These were taken from different snapshotsof

o.$
0.4

f o.g

D

o:

the first run (at Dec 30th, 7999 ka, 6999 ka, and soon). In
each case, the orbital forcing and the simulation ran from
9 ka to present. We find that the abrupt desertification
is a robust event. In an ensembleof ten simulations, the
abrupt desertification in North Africa begins at 5440-]-30

yearsbeforepresent(Fig. 2).
y•r

3. Sensitivity Experiments

To analyze why desertificationin North Africa is abrupt
in
comparisonwith the rather smooth orbital forcing -,
W/m 2) on average
overthe NorthernHemisphere
(A) and
globalnear surfacetemperatures(in øC) (B) simulatedfor we performed a seriesof simulationsexploring the dynamics

Figure 1. Summer(June, July, August)insolation(in

the last 9000 years. For all simulations, areas of inland
ice, aerosol concentration, and atmospheric CO2 are kept
constant at preindustrial values. Only the solar insolation
is varied according to changes in the Earth orbit. The
smooth curvesindicate results of the atmosphere-onlymodel

of the atmosphere-only
model (model A), the atmospherevegetationmodel (AV) and the atmosphere-oceanmodel
(AO), respectively. Firstly we have run the atmosphereonly model while keeping the ocean, i.e. the seasonalcy-

cle of sea-surface
temperatures(SST) and sea ice, as well

as global vegetation pattern constant in time. In this
case,
the atmospherefollows orbital forcing rather smoothly
Holocenevalues (thin full line) and to present-dayvalues
in which

ocean

surface

and

land

surface

are set to mid-

(dotted line). If oceanis at mid-Holoceneand vegetation (Fig.l, B). The sameappliesto globalprecipitation.Keep-

ing sea-surfacetemperature, sea-ice,and vegetation at midHolocene
values yields a generally warmer and wetter clithe dashedline, in the reversedsituation(oceanat presentmate
for
the
following reasons. Firstly, a warmer ocean
day and vegetationat mid-Holocene),we obtain the dasheddotted line. In the fully coupledmodel, annual mean precip- surface directly warms the near-surface atmosphere. Secitation (in mm/day) (C) and fractionalcoverof vegetation ondly, a warmer ocean evaporatesmore water vapor which
(D) in the Sahararegion(approximately20øN - 30øN and strengthensthe greenhouseeffect. Likewise, a more veg15øW- 50øE)changemuchmoreabruptlythan orbital forc- etated land surface appears to be darker than bare soil,
which not only increasesabsorption of solar radiation but
ing, due to internal feedbacksin the climate system
also evaporation and, finally, the greenhouseeffect.
at present-day conditions, then global temperature follows

model, a multibasin, zonally averaged ocean model includ-

ing sea ice, and, in contrastto [Ganopolskiet al., 1998a],
a dynamic model of terrestrial vegetation[Brovkinet al.,
1997, 1999]. Vegetationcoveris representedas a composition of trees,grass,and desert(bare soil).
CLIMBER-2 was started from an equilibrium with orbital forcing at 9 ka and it was run in its fully coupled version for 9000 years until present day driven only by changes

in orbitalparameters[Berger,1978].While the latter determine the seasonalcycle of insolation(Fig.l, A), the other
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Figure 2. Fraction of vegetationcoverin the Sahara as

sphericCO2 concentration(280 ppm), werekept constantat

obtained from an ensembleof 10 simulations with the fully
coupled model. Simulations differ only by their initial conditions, while orbital forcing remains the same

preindustrial values. Our model results indicate a slight decreasein global near surfacetemperatures of approximately
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The reasonsfor these abrupt vegetation changesare, by
and large, the same in the AV and the AOV experiments.
Howeverin model AV, the timing of desertificationdepends

f o.o
0.8

on SST and sea-ice conditions.

The Saharan

desertification

occurs earlier, around 5.8 ka, if SST and sea ice are kept
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Figure 3. Fractionof vegetationcoverin the Sahararegion simulated by using the atmosphere-vegetationmodel.
If the ocean surface, i.e. sea-surfacetemperatures and sea-

ice coverage,is kept constantat mid-Holocenevalues(full
line), then desertification
starts a later than in the caseof a
present-dayoceansurface(dashedline)

at present-dayvalues (run AV-S0k). If SST and sea ice
are prescribedat mid-Holocenevalues,i.e. at 9ka (run AVS9k), the transitionis foundlater, at around5.3 ka (Fig. 3).
This result is independent of initial conditions. On annual
and global average, we find a warmer and wetter climate
in AV-S9k

than

in AV-S0k

- for reasons similar

to what

was described in the atmosphere-only simulations. Moreover the large-scalemeridional temperature gradients differ:
the strongest temperature differencesbetween AV-S9k and

AV-S0kcanbe foundat highnorthernlatitudes(some2.5øC
on zonal average),while only small differencesare seenin
the tropicsand subtropics(some0.3øC on zonal average).

theareaof Arcticseaiceis smaller(bysome3-106
If we coupleatmosphereand vegetationmodel (model Because
AV), but keepthe oceansurfacecharacteristics
as in model km2) in AV-S9kthan in AV-S0kand the ArcticSSTsare
A, the annual global mean temperature and precipitation higher, the climate at high northern latitudes is warmer.
change more strongly than in model A, but still gradu- Subsequently,boreal tree cover is always larger in AV-S9k
ally. Only in the Sahara region we find an abrupt decrease than in AV-S0k at the expenseof tundra and bare soil. As
the albedo

of snow-covered

trees is much lower than

that

in vegetation(Fig.3) from a greenSahara (f > 0.•) to a
desert shrubland(f < 0.15) within a few hundredyears. of snow-coveredtundra or bare soft, summer warming over
The abrupt regional change is caused by a feedback between subtropicalvegetationand precipitation. This feedback emergesfrom an interaction between high albedo of Saharan sand deserts and atmospheric circulation as hypothe-

sizedby Charney[1975]and fromsubsequent
changes
in the
hydrologicalcycle[Claussen,1997, 1998]. The biogeophysi-

northern Eurasia is amplified - as already found in earlier

studies[TEMPO Members,1996; Ganopolskiet al., 1998a;
deNobletet al., 1996]. Henceowingto the vegetation-snowalbedofeedback,the seasonallarge-scalemeridional temperature pattern and the African and Asian summer monsoon,
stay closer- and longer- to mid-Holocene conditions in AVS9k than

in AV-S0k.

Thus

we conclude

that

conditions

at

cal feedbackcan work fast becauseof a quick - in comparison
with deep ocean circulation - responsetime of vegetation in high northern latitudes contribute to the timing of Saharan
desertification in model AV.
this region. In CLIMBER-2, the responsetime of the vegIn the fully coupled model (model AOV), the timing
etation structure to climate changes is directly related to
the turn-over time of biomass: semidesert vegetation has a depends on a global interplay between atmosphere, ocean
biomassturnover of yearsto a decade(as comparedto a and vegetation. Starting from mid-Holocene conditions,
centuryfor borealforests).However,the responsetime r of the summer cooling at high northern latitudes due to orvegetation is not the crucial factor determining Saharian de- bital forcing is amplified by a southward migration of boreal
sertification. The decreaseof Saharan vegetation coverdoes forests. In contrast to simulation AV-S9k, the Arctic sea ice
not changesubstantially, if r is increasedto a value typical respondsto this trend. The sea-ice area expands, thereby
for boreal forests. Only if we intentionally increase the re- further amplifying the initial cooling. This synergism besponsetime of semidesertvegetation to unrealistically large tween vegetation-snow- albedo feedback and sea-ice-albedo
values,of severalhundred years, then climate and vegetation feedbackfinally, by changinglarge-scaletemperature distriin North Africa react more smoothly to orbital forcing. At butions, leads to an earlier transition in Saharan vegetation
northern high latitudes, boreal forests cease gradually dur- than observedin AV-S9k. The same reasoning,but with oping the Holocene, although the responsetime would allow positesign, can explain differencesin timing betweenmodel
for a faster change.
Numerical studies with a high-resolution, comprehensive

atmosphere-vegetation
model [Claussen,1998] reveal that

AOV

and AV-S0k.

If we coupleatmosphereand oceanmodel (model AO),
but keep the global vegetationpattern constantin time, then
we do not find any abrupt change in the subtropics. Hence
we can safely state that the abrupt transition in Saharan

the biogeophysicalfeedbackis strongestin the westernpart
of the Sahara, leading to two stable solutions, a green soclimate at the end of the mid-Holocene
can be traced back
lution and a desert solution, in present-day climate. For
to
the
time
evolution
of
an
atmosphere-vegetation
feedback
mid- Holocene conditions, only a green solution is possible
in which the ocean plays only a minor role.

[Claussen,
1997;Claussenet al., 1998].When analyzingthe

stability of equilibrium solutions in North-West Africa, it

was found [Brovkinet al., 1998]that two solutionsappear 4. Conclusions
already around 6 ka which implies the possibility of jumplike transitions between the green and the desert state in the
western Sahara at the end of the mid-Holocene.

horizontal

resolution in CLIMBER-2

Because the

is too coarse to distin-

guish betweenwesternand easternSahara, we find only one,

albeit quicklyvarying,solutionat any time for the (entire)
Sahara region.

In conclusion, our results indicate that the long-term
cooling and drying from mid-Holocene to present-day is
triggered by subtle changes in the Earth's orbit. However, the abrupt desertification in North Africa during the
mid-Holocene can be explained only in terms of internal,
mainly regional, vegetation-atmospherefeedbacksin the cli-
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mate systemwhereasthe timing of this event dependson the Jolly, D. et el., Biome reconstruction from pollen and plant
macrofossil data for Africa and the Arabian peninsula at 0
state of the global climate system. Further experiments are
and 6ka, J. of Biogeography, 25, 1007-1027, 1998.
necessaryto more preciselyquantify the contribution of low
Kutzbach J.E., and Guetter P.J., The influence of changing orlatitudes versus high northern latitudes, oceanic feedbacks
bital parameters and surface boundary conditions on climate
versusbiosphericfeedbacks,to the timing.
simulationsfor the past 18,000 years, J. Atmos. Sci.,43, 1726Our simulationssuggestthat Saharan desertification,the
1759, 1986.
largest changein land cover during the last 6000 years, was Melville, J.M., Wendorf, F., Mazar, A.A., and Schild, R., Me-

a natural phenomenonas it can be describedin terms of

galiths and Neolithic astronomy in southern Egypt Nature,
392, 488-491, 1998.

climate-system dynamics only. Although humans lived in
deNoblet, N., I.C. Prentice, S. Jousaume, D. Texier, A. Botta,
the Saharaand usedthe land to someextent, we hypothesize
and A. Haxeltine, Possiblerole of atmosphere-biosphereinter-

that ancient land useplayed only a negligiblysmall role in
mid-Holocene Saharan desertification.
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